
Congree Authoring 
Server

 » Integrate Congree seamlessly in your  

 text editor

 » Customize the system to your individual 

 mode of operation

 » Show and hide panels according to your  

 role  or task, move them to different positions  

 or monitors, or resize them 

 » Get check results for the selected 

 passage directly with a mouse click 

 and get real-time assistance for the 

 composition of new texts

 » Alternatively, you  can also check your   

 texts upon completion

 » In both modes, navigate comfortably   

 through the check results and passages

Congree Authoring Server

The Congree Authoring Server comes with the Congree Authoring Client, a professional authoring 

assistance tool. With this tool, you can reuse previously created and approved sentences for new 

texts. The terminology component helps you to use specialized terms correctly. Additionally, the  

Congree Linguistic Engine (developed at the IAI Saarbrücken) delivers a comprehensive  

language check. As the Congree Authoring Client is directly integrated in your text editor as a 

plugin, any spelling, grammar, terminology, or style errors are displayed in your accustomed 

work environment. You can quickly and easily correct them on the basis of solution proposals.  

The linguistic rule set can be configured for various document types. We can also implement  

individual rules for you within the scope of customer-specific extensions. The Congree  

Authoring Server is scalable and thus supports the editorial work in small, medium-sized, and 

large enterprises. The integrated Congree Health System that monitors the individual compo-

nents reduces the administrative overhead for smooth operation.

Authoring Memory 

The authoring memory displays all previously written and approved text segments that are similar 

to your text. You can adopt these text segments with a click. In this way, the text composition pro-

cess becomes more efficient. Multiplicity is reduced, which has a positive impact on the (human) 

review overhead as well as the subsequent translation. 

Main Components

 » Benefit from the modular structure  

 of the Congree Authoring Server

 » Integrate the authoring memory and  

 terminology database on the basis of  

 third-party software

Adaptation to Your 
Work Environment 

Two Check Modes –
You Have the Choice

Needs-Oriented 
Functionality

Benefits of the Congree Authoring Server

Language Check

Apart from the spelling, terminology, and grammar, the rule-based language check also reviews 

the style, e.g. the compliance with maximum sentence lengths. Pre-defined rule sets cover the 

majority of application scenarios; company-specific rules that extend beyond these can be added 

individually. The language check helps to assure and improve the text quality. This reduces the 

review and translation overhead and increases the comprehensibility of the text for the readers.



Congree Data Grooming

By means of data grooming functions, Congree enables you to pro-

pose text segments for inclusion in the authoring memory. Existing 

text segments can be proposed again after a language check and 

revision.  The proposed segments can be discarded or added to the 

authoring memory. Moreover, an integrated function for purging 

authoring memory segments can be used directly while working 

with Congree Data Grooming. The quality of your authoring mem-

ory can be assured and improved with Congree Data Grooming.

Features

Congree Authoring Server

Terminology Component

All terminology hits found by the language check are displayed additionally in a panel. The connection 

of third-party terminology components enables the retrieval of a wide spectrum of information on 

these hits. In this way, the terminology component represents a valuable research utility. It provides 

definitions and usage suggestions for specialized terms, including the preferred terms, permitted 

terms, and forbidden terms. Terminological multiplicity can be avoided with the help of the termi-

nology component. Besides improving the consistency and comprehensibility of the text, this also 

facilitates the indexing and reduces translation costs.

Authoring memories can 

also be regarded as mono-

lingual translation memories.  

Thus, the quality of the transla-

tion memory can also be assured 

and improved with Congree Data 

Grooming, reducing the translation 

costs. 

Authoring Memory Preview

By means of the Authoring Memory Preview feature, the content and presentation of authoring 

memory proposals can be fully separated. You can have the proposals in the authoring memory 

panel displayed entirely without tags and transfer them to your text. At the same time, you can 

transfer the variants with tags.

Authoring Memory Online Report

The Authoring Memory Online Report delivers real-time statistics about the reuse of sentences in the 

document. Thus, you can see at a glance for how many of your text segments similar text segments 

already exist in the authoring memory.

 » Translation-oriented authoring

 » Sentence reuse

 » Consistent text

 » Improved quality

Application Cases

Congree Language Technologies GmbH | +49 7248 92545-0 | info@congree.com www.congree.com
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